Paris, 15 décembre 2008

Société Générale: negligible exposure to Madoff

Following the fraud revealed by Madoff Investment Securities LLC, Société Générale states its exposure to Madoff Investment Securities LLC is negligible, below 10 million euros.

Société Générale
Société Générale is one of the largest financial services groups in the euro-zone. The Group employs 151,000 people worldwide in three key businesses:
- Retail Banking & Financial Services: Société Générale serves more than 30 million individual customers worldwide.
- Global Investment Management & Services: Société Générale is one of the largest banks in the euro-zone in terms of assets under custody (EUR 2 744 billion, September 2008) and under management (EUR 371 billion, September 2008).
- Corporate & Investment Banking: Société Générale ranks among the leading banks worldwide in euro capital markets, derivatives and structured finance.
Société Générale is included in 3 socially-responsible investment indexes: FTSE, ASPI and Ethibel.

www.socgen.com